
Dear Madeline Goddard, 	 7/16/76 

It has been a long and tiring day for me so 1  hope you'll understand if I do not 
respond to all in your letter of thei 13th. I've been at it for 15 hours now and do feel 
it. Most of the work was on law suits that have been remarkably successful if not re-
ported. (I also am not looking for attention for them at this juncture and in fact now 
prefer public silence so they can riped better.) 

I was not aware that Wash Monthly took an ad for the Morrow fakery. If you can 
spare a copy I'd like it as a matter of record only. 

Roger Qraida my recollection is substantially as you report it. Rita did call 
me several times and clearly in distress. I do have a Dallas friend who did some check,- 
ing and I did report back to Rita. I am not now clear on the fine points but I do not for 
a minute believe Rita would be untruthful. However there is another Roger story your 
should know. lie was interested in a married woman ;hose marriage was on the rocks. Ile 
was visiting her at the home of her daighter when there was a knock on the door. Roger 
answered and was shot (shotgun) by the irate husband. Roger pretended he did not recce,- 
nize his assailant. He lost the use of that arm entirely*  However, I have no reason to 
believe he lost the use of both arms.And both legs and feet. You can shoot yourself 
with a rifle using a toe on the trigger. What I'm saying is that while I do not know 
what did happen I can coneeive of no reason for anyone wantong to kill Roger that can 
have any relationship to the JFK oases except in paranoia. The Penn part is strange, 
but so is Penn, as it took me too long to realize*  

I have neither heard of nor read about the Dallas indictment. I can't believe 
that there could have been a Marina-Nixon connection of any kind. All Marina required 
was the spook cerot-sticks do what we want (and we'll pay you well) or get deported 
back to Russia. o more was needed. And I know of no reason for her to have been counter-
feited. If one fdllows all these theories that when analyzed serve no essential purpose 
one keeps going in concentric circles. If you are not fam'liar with the ba sic concept 
of that t■nglish philosopher, perhaps it might mean something if you read the novel, 
°wanes Razor, 

These people who rip offmthe minds and pretend to be what they are not, experts, 
torment those of decent and sincere concern. But they manage always to deal with what 
if it were real would be peripheral. I wish you could see this. You'd be easier in 
heart and mind. 

Thus because they pretended and you wale not in a position to evaluate I do not 
lament the passing of The Tatler. Terrible people who were at their best kssaz when they 
were only crooks. They fabricated and deceived concerned people. 

If I did not tell you, I d9posited your check to keep clean records and my wife 
then sent ours in that amount to Jim Lear to apply to costs on the three currently-
active suits.The meraxing and trallacripti bills have been fantastic, so we do, very 
much, appreciate the help. We bald solid and detailed court records. And if we order a 
transcript before the government does it comes to $1.50 a page. If they do it first, even 
500 mounts up. so you were helpful and we do appreciate it. 

my best, 
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